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Abstract:   
Electric vehicles (EVs) are becoming increasingly popular for their contribution to reduce pollution. To deal with Environmental 

impacts and to save the fossil fuels many ideas are proposed and plug-in electric vehicles is one of the best solutions .In this research 

we analyzed the historical EV data and applied some algorithms by feeding the dataset to those algorithms to find the accuracy 

score of the dependent variable rapid charge . This research work uses Python libraries such as scikit-learn, seaborn, numpy, pandas, 

joblib, matplotlib, statsmodels, plotly, os, dython, sklearn to learn the EV charging behaviour by visually analyzing the dataset 

using the above libraries. Many research works have focused on using historical charging data for prediction of behaviour such as 

price, time and energy . However, variables such as brand, model, acceleration, top speed, range, efficiency, rapid charge, power 

train, plug type, body style, segment, seats can perhaps add meaningful representations, and provide better prediction . Therefore, 

in this paper we propose the usage of historical charging data in conjunction with the above attributes to predict EV charging using 

popular machine learning algorithms including random forest, logistic regression and decision tree. 

 

 

Index Terms - Data Preprocessing, Exploratory Data Analysis(EDA), Data Modelling, Accuracy Report 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

From the past few years  fossils fuel shortage has become the major issue in many countries . The potential solution to 

decrease the air pollution and to protect the fossil fuel, Electronic plugin type Vehicles are the best alternative.  

Key Components of an electronic vehicle are: 

--> Battery 

--> Charge port 

--> DC converter 

--> Traction motor 

--> Controller 

--> Thermal system 

 

Electronic Vehicles have electric motor instead of internal combustion engine. The count of EV Power Stations have 

increased. Electronic Vehicles have low running cost as it has less moving parts and they are environmental friendly. Most of the 

EV Vehicles use lithium Ion batteries.  This batteries have greater longevity.  There are few challenges with these batteries as they 

can experience thermal runaway, which have, for example, caused fires or explosions in the Tesla model S, although efforts have 

been made to improve the safety of these batteries. 

 

EXISTING SYSTEM  

Although predictions of Electronic Vehicle charging behaviour can have various categories, the focus of this work will be on 

session duration and energy consumption. Examples of other charging behaviour include the prediction of whether the Electronic 

Vehicle's will be charged the next day , identification of the use of fast charging , prediction of the time to next plug , charge profile 

prediction , charging speed prediction and prediction of charging capacity and the daily charging times . These behaviour provide 

valuable insights, but the prediction of rapid charging is more valuable . 
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PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 In this paper we propose the usage of historical charging data in conjunction with Brand, Model, Acceleration, Top Speed, 

Range, Efficiency, Rapid Charge, Power Train, Plug Type, Body Style, Segment, Seats, Price data to predict EV rapid charging 

possibility using popular machine learning algorithms including random forest, logistic regression , decision tree . The best 

predictive performance is achieved by an logistic regression , with accuracy score of 46% . 

 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

 
 

EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS (EDA) 

 

 
 

Correlation between the attributes 
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From the below graph that Porsche have the most expensive cars in the market with the average price of 148.201k Euro, 

bu the Tesla Roadster is the most expensive with the price 215k Euro and the SEAT Mii Electric is the most affordable with the 

price 20.129k Euro. 
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From the below graph it can be observed that Tesla Roadster can go from 0 to 100 Km/H in 2.1 Seconds and its top speed 

is 410 Km/H, which make it the best car in terms of top speed and  acceleration, with most of the cars lying between 140-260 Km/H 

top speed and 20-10 Seconds acceleration. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

From the graph below, Tesla and Porsche cars have the best charging rates ranging between 700-970 Km/H, with Tesla 

topping in the range with some of their cars that can go over 500 Km with a full battery. 
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The histogram below shows the average price of each brand’s cars in a certain range. Most of the cars ranging 200-500 

Km with their price going between 25-150k Euro depending on the brand. Some cars can go between 100-200 Km with a single 

charge and priced between 20k-35k Euro which make them slightly cheaper than the others. 

 

 
 

 

 

DATA PREPROCESSING 

Data Set is imported from Kaggle website but attributes are not named properly. So the attributes are renamed by appending 

with the respective units. There are some meaning less data in the data set which are converted to null values and then null values 

are treated using data  cleaning techniques such as mean, median.  

By default the type of attributes in the data set are of object type, which are converted to float, integer and categorical type. 

After checking for the outliers in the dataset, PriceEuro attribute has more data points which are deviated from the range, so those 

data points are substituted using the median of the PriceEuro attribute. 

 

RESULT 

On feeding the data set to different algorithms like  Logistic regression, Random Forest, Decision Tree, Logistic Regression 

has produced an accuracy of 46%. 

 

 
 

CONCLUSION 

From this it can be concluded that Electronic Vehicles not only depends on weather and Temperature, but also depends on 

other factors like Range, Speed, Price, Seats, Efficiency etc. 
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